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1.

RESEARCH, STATISTICAL ANALYSIS, MODEL DESIGN AND SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL


Beckerman, L. "Effects of Students' Performance on Teachers' and Observers' Attributions of Causality." _Journal of Educational Psychology_, v. 61 n. 1, February 1970, pp. 76-82.


---


Guidelines To Mathematics 6-8. Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, Bulletin 186.

Guidelines To Mathematics K-6. Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, Bulletin 141.

Guthrie, James W. and others. Schools and Inequality: A Study of Social Status, School Services, Student Performance, and Post-School Opportunity in Michigan. No publication place: The Urban Coalition, 1969.


Journal on State School Systems Development. (Entire Issue), v. 1 n. 3, Fall 1967.
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LVEC Handbook. The Vocational Education Program Unit of The Division of Instructional Services. Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction. Bulletin 1081.


McClelland, D.C. "What is the Effect of Achievement Motivation Training in the Schools?" Teachers' College Record, v. 74, December 1972, pp. 129-45.


Uniform Staff Accounting Handbook for Wisconsin Schools. Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, 1965.


ERIC: Research, Statistical Analysis, Model Design, and Supplemental Material


Benson, Charles S. *A Possible Breakthrough in the Financing of Public Education*. November 20, 1967, 14 pp. ED 019 741


Campbell, Paul B. Educational Quality Assessment Phase II. Findings: Phase II Data Analysis. Pennsylvania State Department of Education, Harrisburg. 40 pp., August 1971. ED 058 267 (See also Nolan F. Russell, ED 058 266)


Carter, Heather L. A Study to Determine the Value of Providing the Learner With Regularly Scheduled Assessment Items to Assess Behavioral Acquisition. Texas University, Austin. 8 pp. ED 051 108


Cohen, David K. Policy for the Public Schools--Compensation or Integration. November 1967, 40 pp. ED 016 715


Cunningham, Donald J. Formative Evaluation of Replicable Forms of Instruction. February 1971, 23 pp. ED 051 263


Effects of Facilities on Educational Achievement: A Selected Bibliography. Wisconsin University, Madison. ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Facilities. 57 pp., May 1970. ED 041 379


**Equal Educational Opportunity Survey.** Dayton City Schools, Ohio. April 1970. ED 043 689


**ESEA (Elementary and Secondary Education Act) Title I Components: Evaluation Reports; Special Education and Supportive Services.** Los Angeles Unified School District, California. September 30, 1968, 301 pp. ED 030 226


**Evaluation of Migrant Education in Texas: A Summary.** Southwest Educational Development Lab, Austin, Texas. 1969, 31 pp. ED 058 973

Evans, Charles L. *Short Term Assessment of the Middle School Plan.* Fort Worth Independent School District, Texas. August 1970, 137 pp. ED 057 091

**Factors Contributing to Student Achievement.** Ohio State Department of Education, Columbus: Ohio Trade and Industrial Education Service, Columbus. 1964. ED 013 885


Fisher, Maurice D. Educational Assumptions for Constructing Objectives and Evaluating Programs for Culturally Disadvantaged Children. 44 pp. 1971. ED 047 047


Gaarder, A. Bruce. Improving Instruction in the Public Schools Through Title III of the NDEA. Office of Education (DHEW), Washington, D.C. 1966, 107 pp. ED 019 750

Gallagher, James J. Research Summary on Gifted Child Education. 1966, 169 pp. ED 026 753


---. Important Considerations in Achievement Test Selection for Diagnosis and Guidance. 8 pp. ED 046 992


Kiesling, Herbert J. *The Relationship of School Inputs to Public School Performance in New York State*. October 1969, 34 pp. ED 051 585


Mayeske, George W. et al. *Correlational and Regression Analyses of Differences Between the Achievement Levels of Ninth Grade Schools from the Educational Opportunities Survey*. National Center for Educational Statistics (DHEW), Washington, D.C. March 11, 1968, 104 pp. ED 017 600


Mumbauer, Corinne C. Socioeconomic Background and Cognitive Functioning in Fourth Grade Children, Volume 4, Number 9. George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee. Demonstration and Research Center for Early Education. 8 pp., 1970. ED 050 371

Nelson, Clifford Leon. Source and Extent of Economic Commitments to Public Vocational Education in Minnesota and Their Effects on the Nature of Training Opportunities. 1966. ED 020 377


O'Reilly, Patrick A. Evaluation of In-School Success Criteria for Vocational-Technical Students. Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Department of Vocational Education. May 1972, 62 pp. ED 056 532


Palinchak, Robert S. Comparative Methods of Program Planning. 52 pp., March 11, 1970. ED 048 631


Pinsky, Paul D. Feedback Information in the Comprehensive Monitoring of Educational Achievement. Stanford University, California. Stanford Center for Research and Development in Teaching. 20 pp. October 1970. ED 047 014


Ranking of the States, 1967. National Education Association, Washington, D.C. (117 items of data are used to identify, interpret and evaluate various aspects of state school systems.) 1967, 70 pp. ED 025 045


Recommendations to the Columbus Board of Education on Problems Facing the Columbus Public Schools: Including the Recommendations of the Ohio State University Advisory Commission and A Report of the Study Team, Ohio State University, Columbus. June 15, 1968, 392 pp. ED 035 069

Research Related to the Disadvantaged and Research Strategies for the Seventies. Illinois University, Urbana. Division of Agricultural Education. 25 pp., July 1969. ED 035 762


Schaie, K. Warren and Jean Roberts. School Achievement of Children 6-11 Years as Measured by the Reading and Arithmetic Subtests of the Wide Range Achievement Test. Health Services and Mental Health Administration (DHHS), Bethesda, Md. 54 pp. June 1970. ED 052 230
Schnur, James O. A Synthesis of Current Research in Migrant Education. New Mexico State University, University Park. ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools. May 1970, 44 pp. ED 039 049


Silverman, Mitchell and William R. Blount. Alienation Achievement Motivation, and Attitudes Toward School in Economically Disadvantaged Boys. Papers and Reports, Volume 1 and Number 2. University of South Florida, Tampa. Institute III: Exceptional Children and Adults. ED 048 412


Stucker, J.P. and G.R. Hall. The Performance Contracting Concept in Education. Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California. 81 pp. May 1971. ED 050 496


Theimer, William C., Jr. Alternatives to the State Mandated Testing Program. 22 pp. April 1971. ED 053 208


Troyer, Donald Lee. Conceptual and Factual Educational Set of Teacher and Learner on Performance in the BSCS Curriculum. Indiana University, Bloomington. 1969, 101 pp. FD 041 775


II.

SCHOOL CHARACTERISTICS


Glissmeyer, Carl H. "Which School for the Sixth Grader, the Elementary or the Middle School?" California Journal of Educational Research, v. 20 n. 4, September 1969, pp. 176-185.


Reock, Jeanne T. "Individualized Instruction in South Brunswick's Unit 5." New Jersey Education Association Review, v. 44 n. 8, April 1971, pp. 22-3.


Smith, Calvert H. "Teaching in the Inner City: Six Prerequisites to Success." Teachers College Record, v. 73 n. 4, May 1972, pp. 547-58.


ERIC: School Characteristics
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Conference on Building Blocks To Success. Ohio State Board of Education. Columbus. (Programs in Ohio designed to help Title I children experience success in academic and behavioral growth.) December 1971, 57 pp. ED 058 369


Findley, Warren G. Departmentalization vs. Graded Class. Room Organization in the Elementary School (Grades 1-7), Abstracts of Research Pertaining To. Georgia University, Athens. Research and Development Center in Educational Stimulation. January 5, 1966, 12 pp. ED 017 050


Mood, Alexander M. *Do Teachers Make A Difference?* February 1970, 28 pp. ED 040 253


Recommendations to the Columbus Board of Education on Problems Facing the Columbus Public Schools; Including the Recommendations of the Ohio State University Advisory Commission and A Report of the Study Team. Ohio State University, Columbus. June 15, 1968, 392 pp. ED 035 069

Science and Mathematics Education Information Report, General Bibliography 40. Teacher Characteristics, Student Characteristics. Ohio State University, Columbus. ERIC Information Analysis Center for Science Education. April 1970, 22 pp. ED 043 492

Setting the Stage for Lengthened School Year Programs--A Special Report Prepared for the Governor and the Legislature of the State of New York. New York State Education Department, Albany. March 1968, 119 pp. ED 020 578


Shigaki, Irene S. *The Effects of Teacher Strength and Sensitivity and Pupil Intelligence and Creativity on the Production of Divergent Responses.* 1970, 15 pp. ED 041 331


Thompson, John A. and John D. Williams. An Analysis and Evaluation of Islands of Differentiated Staffing in Grand Forks Public Schools, Grand Forks, North Dakota; Grand Forks Public Schools, North Dakota; North Dakota State Department of Public Instruction, Bismarck; North Dakota University, Grand Forks. 1970, 44 pp. ED 055 356


Classroom Size and Organization


Frymier, Jack L. "The Effect of Class Size Upon Reading Achievement in First Grade." Reading Teacher, XVIII, November 1964, 90-3.


Keliher, Alice V. "Effective Learning and Teacher-Pupil Ratio." Childhood Education, XLIII, September 1966.


—. "An Experimental Study of Student Achievement in General Mathematics in Relation to Class Size." School Science and Mathematics, LXVIII, October 1968, 619-22.


ERIC: Classroom Size and Organization


Cornett, Joe D. and Walter Butler. The Effect of A Team Approach in Achieving the Objectives of an Introductory Course in Education. 1967, 7 pp. ED 025 489


Influence of Class Size on Academic Attainment and Student Satisfaction. Edward W. Clark High School, Las Vegas, Nevada. 80 pp. ED 021 252


Maxey, James. Evaluation of the Outcomes of Modular Scheduling. Iowa University, Iowa City. Iowa Center for Research in School Administration. December 1968, 10 pp. ED 026 733


Trivette, A.C. and Kinnard White. Title III, Co-op Step: Statistical Report Showing the Effect of Individual Instruction and Team Teaching Upon the Academic Growth of High School Students in English. 1969, 5 pp. ED 062 355


Cost Analysis


**ERIC: Cost Analysis**


ERIC: Curriculum


Champlin, Robert F. A Review of the Research Related to ESCP. Ohio State University, Columbus. ERIC Information Analysis Center for Science Education. January 1970, 9 pp. ED 040 046


Hernandez, Norma G. Variables Affecting Achievement of Middle School Mexican American Students. Texas University, El Paso. August 1971, 81 pp. ED 059 827


Moray, Joseph. Effects of Curriculum Reform on Mathematics Achievement in Grade Six. California University, Berkeley. 1967, 161 pp. ED 025 410


Pershern, Frank Richard. The Effect of Industrial Arts Activities on Science Achievement and Pupil Attitudes in the Upper Elementary Grades. Texas A and M University, College Station. 1967, 182 pp. ED 027 187


Smith, Marguerite. English As A Second Language for Mexican Americans. New Mexico State University, University Park. ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools. March 1968, 22 pp. ED 016 560


ERIC: Integration


Cohen, David K. Policy for the Public Schools--Compensation or Integration. November 1967, 40 pp. ED 016 715


Dentler, Robert A. and Mary Ellen Warshauer. Public School Segregation and Related Population Characteristics of Buffalo, New York. 90 pp. ED 012 100

Deutsch, Martin (Ed.) et al. Social Class, Race, and Psychological Development. 1968, 417 pp. ED 037 484


Mackintosh, Helen K. et al. Educating Disadvantaged Children in the Primary Years (Kindergarten Through Grade 3). Disadvantaged Children Series, Number 2. Office of Education (DHEW), Washington, D.C. Bureau of Educational Research and Development. 1965, 58 pp. ED 064 413

Martin, Dorothy Wohrna. The Inter City Black Male High School Student: His Self Concept, Academic Achievement, and Occupational Aspirations. Paper presented at the American Educational Association Annual Meeting. April 7, 1972, 18 pp. ED 062 484


Racism and Education: A Review of Selected Literature Related to Segregation, Discrimination, and Other Aspects of Racism in Education. Michigan-Ohio Regional Education Lab, Inc., Detroit. May 1969, 100 pp. ED 034 836


St. John, Nancy H. Minority Group Performance Under Various Conditions of School Ethnic and Economic Integration. Yeshiva University, New York, N.Y. ERIC Clearinghouse for Urban Disadvantaged. 64 pp. ED 021 945

_——_. School Integration, Classroom Climate, and Achievement. Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Grade School of Education. January 1971, 86 pp. ED 052 269
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III.

STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS

Socioeconomic Status


**Brockmann, C. Thomas.** "Correlation of Social Class and Education on the Flathead Indian Reservation, Montana." *Rocky Mountain Social Science Quarterly*, v. 8 n. 2, October 1971, pp. 11-17.

**Cantwell, Zita H.** "Teacher's Perceptions of Levels of Performances of Students from An Economically Disadvantaged Urban Area." *Perceptual and Motor Skills*, v. 32 n. 2, April 1972, pp. 593-94.


**Chehrezade, K.C.** "Social Background of Students and Their Chance of Success at School." *Educational Documentation and Information*, v. 179, 1971, pp. 21-97. (bibliog.)


**Doss, Harriet.** "Treats are the Treatment." *Reading Newsreport*, v. 5 n. 3, January 1971, pp. 34-36, 38-41.
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ERIC: Socioeconomic Status

Allen, Donald E. and Oliver W. Robinson. Some Factors Affecting Academic Performance of Public Assistance Students. Lanston University, Oklahoma. 60 pp. ED 029 747


Edington, Everett D. A Summary of Research in Rural Education: Testimony to the United States Senate Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity. 1971, 14 pp. ED 053 842


Even, Alexander. Patterns of Academic Achievement in Grade 12 Chemistry and Their Relationship to Personal, Attitudinal and Environmental Factors. Toronto University, Ontario. 1968, 421 pp. ED 040 850

Factors of Educational Success in Reading: Disadvantaged Areas. New York State Education Department, Albany. Office of Research and Evaluation. March 1970, 126 pp. ED 045 319
ED 036 665

Featherman, David L. Farm, Rural and Urban Backgrounds of Rearing and Socioeconomic Career Achievements in Metropolitan Stratification System. 1970, 29 pp. ED 044 197


Gardner, Donald I. and Florence Field Gardner. The Relation of Age-Grade Reading Skills to Environmental - Cultural Factors in the Life-Space of Scholastically Retarded Ethnic Groups in Selected San Luis Valley Public Schools. A thesis submitted to Adams State College, Alamosa, Colorado. June 1965, 84 pp. ED 039 042

Ginsburg, Herbert. The Myth of the Deprived Child: Poor Children's Intellect and Education. 1972, 265 pp. ED 063 433


Johnston, Rupert Bernard. Family Goals and Some Factors Associated With Their Accomplishment. Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. School of Education. 1960. ED 020 479


Lloyd, Dee Norman. Reading Achievement and Its Relationship to Academic Performance: Part Three: Relationships of Family Background and Third Grade Performance to Sixth Grade Reading Achievement, Laboratory Paper #29, and Supplemental Data on High and Low I.Q. and SES Groups in Four Race-By-Sex Samples. National Institute of Mental Health, Rockville, Maryland. 1972, 162 pp. ED 064 704


Mackintosh, Helen K. et al. Educating Disadvantaged Children in the Primary Years (Kindergarten Through Grade 3). Disadvantaged Children Series, Number 2. Office of Education (DHEW), Washington, D.C. Bureau of Educational Research and Development. 1965, 58 pp. ED 064 413


Mosteller, Frederick and Daniel Moynihan (Eds.). On Equality of Educational Opportunity. 570 pp. ED 061 386


Peck, Robert F. *A Cross-National Comparison of Sex and Socioeconomic Differences in Aptitude and Achievement.* Texas University, Austin. February 1971, 13 pp. ED 049 315


School Achievement of Children By Demographic and Socioeconomic Factors, United States. Health Services and Mental Health Administration (DHEW), Rockville, Maryland. Division of Emergency Health Services. December 1971, 78 pp. ED 065 799


Shaffer, Scott C. et al. The Relationship of Individual Difference Measures to Socioeconomic Level and to Discrimination Learning. Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia. Paper presented at the South- eastern Psychological Association Convention, Atlanta. March 1, 1969, 20 pp. ED 032 601


Valenzuala, Alvaro Miguel. The Relationships Between Self-Conceal., Intelligence, Socioeconomic Status and School Achievement Among Spanish-American Children in Omaha. August 1971, 64 pp. ED 056 785


Wright, David E. et al. Ambitions and Opportunities for Social Mobility and Their Consequences for Mexican Americans As Compared With Other Youth. July 1972, 41 pp. ED 066 285
Student Attitudes, Expectations, Motivations, Self-Concepts

Abramson, Edward E. "Levels of Aspiration of Negro 9th Grade Males in Integrated and Segregated Schools." Psychological Reports, v. 29 n. 1, August 1971, pp. 258.


Conway, James A. "What Are We Rewarding?" Phi Delta Kappan, v. 51 n. 2, October 1969, pp. 87-89.


Langer, Robert S. "Reading Interests and School Achievement." Reading Improvement, v. 7 n. 1, Spring 1970, pp. 18-19.


"The I.Q. Disguises More Than It Can Ever Reveal."  

**Momentum**, v. 1 n. 3,  

Thomas, Barbara, and Bill Snider. "The Effects of Instructional Method Upon the Acquisition of Inquiry Skills."  

Thurston, C.E. et al. "Cultural Background Study in Relation to Reading Ability."  


Troost, Cornelius J. "A Study of Socioeconomically Divergent Superior Students in An Aerospace Enrichment Program."  
**Science Education**, v. 53 n. 4, October 1969, pp. 325-328.

Tseng, M.S. "Social Class, Occupational Aspiration, and Other Variables."  


Vankoughnett, B.C. and Merle E. Smith. "Enhancing the Self Concept in School."  
**Education Leadership**, v. 27 n. 3, December 1969, pp. 253-255.

Veerstag, Arlen and Robert Hall. "Levels of Aspiration, Achievement, and Sociocultural Differences in Preschool Children."  


Weintraub, Samuel. "Teacher Expectation and Reading Performance."  
**Teaching Reading**, v. 22 n. 6, March 1969, pp. 555, 556, 559.

Wells, Twlya Teresa. "The Effects of Discrimination Upon Motivation and Achievement of Black Children in Urban Ghetto Schools."  


Williams, J.R. et al. "Ability, Likability, and Motivation of Students As They Relate to Prediction of Achievement."  


ERIC: Student Attitudes, Expectations, Motivations, Self-Concepts


Aiken, Lewis R. Jr. Sex Differences in Attitude and Achievement in Mathematics. 25 pp., 1971. ED 049 922


------------------------------------------
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Bear, Roberta Meyr et al. Social Class Differences in Maternal Attitudes Toward the Teacher and School. September 1966, 13 pp. ED 018 475


Blackman, Evelyn L. The Motivational Effect of Values As Content in Group Counseling With Underachieving Adolescents. April 1971, 15 pp. ED 049 493


Clifford, Margaret M. Children's Perception of Their Academic Ability And Achievement Accountability. Final Report. Iowa University, Iowa City. July 1971, 15 pp. ED 056 350


Cullen, Robert J. and Conrad G. Katzenmeyer. Achievement and Ability Correlates of Components of School Attitudes Among Eighth Grade Students. March 1970, 14 pp. ED 042 807


Davidson, Helen H. and Judith W. Greenburg. Traits of School Achievers From A Deprived Background. City University of New York, City College. May 1967, 303 pp. ED 013 849


Gilchrist, Mary A. Reading Achievement and Geographic Mobility. Indiana University, South Bend. School of Education. 1970, 16 pp. ED 041 699


Glennen, Robert E. Faculty Counseling--An Important and Effective Aspect of Student Development. Notre Dame University, Indiana. 1971, 10 pp. ED 057 368


Hamburger, Martin. The Impact of Socially Disadvantaged Status on School Learning and Adjustment. April 24, 1963. ED 013 259


Jones, Rowen C. et al. *A Diagnostic and Activity Based Arithmetic Program for Emotionally Disturbed Children*. Monograph No. 5. Oregon University, Eugene. 1971, 188 pp. ED 057 547


Kiesling, Herbert J. *The Relationship of School Inputs to Public School Performance in New York State*. October 1969, 34 pp. ED 051 585


Leo, Paul F. The Effects of Two Types of Group Counseling Upon the Academic Achievement and Self-Concept of Mexican-American Pupils in the Elementary School. Doctor's Dissertation Submitted to University of the Pacific, Stockton, California. January 1972, 143 pp. ED 059 002


Science and Mathematics Education Information Report, General Bibliography Series, Bibliography 40. Teacher Characteristics, Student Characteristics. Ohio State University, Columbus. ERIC Information Analysis Center for Science Education. April 1970, 22 pp. ED 043 492


Sommerville, Joseph C. An Analysis of Certain Interpersonal Aspects of School in Low Socioeconomic Areas Relating to Student Achievement. 1970, 12 pp. ED 050 484


Tocco, Thomas S. Student Attitudes, Perceived Parental Attitudes, and Socioeconomic Status as Predictors of Junior High School Mathematics Achievement. University of South Florida, Tampa. 1971, 31 pp. ED 052 017


Valenzuela, Alvaro Miguel. *The Relationships Between Self-Concept, Intelligence, Socio-Economic Status and School Achievement Among Spanish-American Children in Omaha*. Thesis Submitted to University of Nebraska, Omaha, Nebraska. August 1971, 64 pp. ED 056 785


Walls, Richard T. and Janet Cox. *Disadvantaged and Non-Disadvantaged: Childrens Expectancy in Skill and Changes Outcomes*. West Virginia University, Morgantown. Regional Rehabilitation Research and Training Center. February 1971, 10 pp. ED 047 051


Yost, Michael. *A Longitudinal Study of Reactive Aniocity, Manifest Anxiety, and Achievement in Elementary School.* Upper Midwest Regional Educational Lab., Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota. 1967, 18 pp. ED 046 058

**Family Environment**


ERIC: Family Environment


A Study of Our Nation's Students: Variations in Achievement and Motivation by Family Background, School Factors and Geographic Location. Office of Program Planning and Evaluation (DHEW/OE), Washington, D.C., February 6, 1970, 40 pp. ED 045 697
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